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NPA Core Competency III (2007-2009)
Postdoctoral scholars are expected to demonstrate interpersonal and 
other communication skills that enable them to communicate effectively 
with colleagues at all levels. They must also be prepared to communicate 
with students, media, and society at large. They need to develop writing, 
speaking, and listening skills.

NES-Native English Speakers
NNES- Non-Native English Speakers

Questions
• How confident are Post-Doctoral researchers in their English communication skills?
• Do they attend communication workshops at their institutions? What are barriers to 

attendance?
• For NNES researchers, do these communication workshops address their unique needs?
• Do NNES researchers with low confidence (self-rated 1-3) attend workshops?
• Do NNES researchers use English language skills support that are offered at institutions?
• What kind of workshops are NNES Researchers interested in?

Programming for Communication Skills

• 937 Respondents to survey (suggests strong interest in 
topic)

• 91% consider themselves NNES
• 93% are Postdoctoral Researchers 
• Participants from 84 different countries, primarily China 

(N = 159), India (N = 140), France (N = 48), Spain (N = 47)
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Confidence Level, Self-Ratings

 27.3% (about 1 in 4) of respondents rate 
themselves level 3 or lower

 Potential future survey question: What 
communication confidence level do institutions 
expect NES/NNES postdoctoral researchers to 
have? Get to?

General Communication Workshop 
Attendance Rates
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For all confidence levels, do general 
communication workshops meet NNES needs? 
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Barriers to Workshop Attendance
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CHILDCARE

TRANSPORTATION

I DON'T FEEL COMFORTABLE IN 
GROUP TRAINING SITUTATIONS

COST

TOPICS AREN'T RELEVANT TO MY 
NEEDS

UNAWARE OF CALENDAR OF EVENTS

RELEASE TIME FROM WORK DUTIES

Provide NPA Competency III to all involved in mentoring NNES researcher to create 
support for release time to improve skills

Determine interest and programming topics by surveying NNES researchers to 
gauge interest in programming for NNES (use chart below to create items for your 
survey)

Create accountability with a small fee for attendance; by having confirmation of 
attendance sent to supervisor or providing certificate/recognition for attendance at 
various workshops and programs

NNES Survey Responses
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I ATTEND THE WORKSHOPS MY INSTITUTION OFFERS AND 
DO NOT NEED ANY OF THESE CHOICES

COMMUNICATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY (EMAIL, SKYPE, 
CONFERENCE CALLS)

ELEVATOR PITCH

LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING OF CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION

CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION/CULTURAL 
INTELLIGENCE

EXPLAINING YOUR RESEARCH TO NON-EXPERT AUDIENCES

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE FOR SMALL TALK/NETWORKING

LANGUAGE FOR CLARIFICATION, INTERRUPTION, AND 
NEGOTIATION

PRESENTATION SKILLS

PRONUNCIATION/ACCENT REDUCTION

Programming Topic Interests for NNES 

Resources and (low-cost) Programming 
Solutions
 Pronunciation/Accent Reduction: www.saundz.com (targeted, 

rather inexpensive online tutorials)

 Presentation Skills: Offer an already existing program just for NNES; 
often we find in our work that being in a room with all NNES allows 
for confidence to practice safely and ask questions relevant to their 
needs

 Language for Clarification, Interruption, and Negotiation: For 
NES, this is more typically called “facilitating meetings;” offer existing 
program just for NNES; or partner with existing applied 
linguistics/TESOL graduate students to facilitate a class that would
fulfill a classroom practice requirement for their Master’s

 Language and Culture for Small Talk/Networking: Hold social 
events/lead discussion groups for NNES to discuss relevant Harvard 
Business Review articles on the topic (provide pizza!)

 Explaining Research to Non-Expert Audiences: Reach out 
specifically to NNES researchers to attend table/community events 
about their research or visit elementary/high schools on career day

One More Survey Result: Use of all types of learning/training 
was significantly positively correlated with use of other types of 
learning/training. This indicates that if you participate in one 
type of English-language learning/training provided by your 
institution, you are more likely to participate in other types.
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Do low-confidence NNES (self rated 1-3) attend 
general communication workshops?
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Do low-confidence NNES use English 
language learning resources?

There are approximately 80,000 postdocs in the US, with over 40,000 being 
international postdocs. (NPA (2017) Supporting the Needs of Postdocs: Institutional Policy Report)

For copy of full data report, go to: 
www.languageconnectedllc.com/blog

Sample Information

Rationale: The NPA provides a list of six core competencies as 
guidance for postdocs’ professional development; as seen above, 
Competency III is dedicated to communication, which is also a basis for 
competencies V and VI: Professionalism and Leadership and Management 
Skills. With approximately over 40,000 NNES postdocs in the USA, our 
intent was to find out if NNES postdocs were attending communication 
training at their institutions and if they were receiving training specific to 
their communication needs. 
Method: 14-question Google Form survey; distributed through NPA 
database; self-reported

Potential future survey question: Do these 
percentages align with general communication 
workshop attendance rates at  institutions?

Suggests NNES desire 
workshops for their 
unique needs
 Potential future survey 

question: For the 50% 
no/don’t attend, why don’t 
general communication 
workshops address their 
needs?

61% total low 
confidence/unaware of 
workshops suggests that the 
population who may need 
communication  workshops 
the most are not 
attending/aware. 
 Potential future survey 

question: Do these researchers 
perceive  “losing out” on career 
opportunities due to 
communication limitations?

69% low-confidence NNES 
are not using/seeking out 
English  support services
 Potential future survey 

questions: 
 Are institutions offering 

NNES specific training?
 If so, what kind of 

communication methods are 
institutions using to advertise 
NNES communication 
training? 


